HOSPITALITY
CEOs: THIS MASSIVE

INNOVATION IS
DRIVING THE 4TH
MAJOR
EVOLUTION IN
HOSPITALITY
TECHNOLOGY

Introduction
Today, hospitality companies have access to best-in-breed software tools to manage
all aspects of their business. Software tools for POS, accounting, inventory, training,
performance tracking, and many other specialized software tools offer hospitality
leaders features that didn’t even exist just 20 years ago.
The ever-expanding list of offerings has changed what technologies hospitality
companies purchase, how they manage their businesses, and have increased their
operational success. At the same time, the growing ecosystem of stand-alone
technologies required to manage a successful multi-location hospitality company has
also brought with it challenges - many of which weren’t even a blip on the radar
even 20 years ago.
Let’s take a look at the evolution of hospitality tech over the years: how it has
evolved, the benefits and challenges it has brought, and most importantly, the next
big step in the evolution of hospitality tech- the Operational Intelligence Platform
from TruOI.

History

Over the last several decades, hospitality technology system
development has moved through four specific evolutionary changes each bringing about a seismic adjustment in what hospitality CEOs
invest in and how they manage their businesses.

Evolution 1. The computer-based POS System
Evolution 2. Integrated Hospitality Systems and the Internet
Evolution 3. Standalone Software and 3.5 Cloud Based SaaS
Evolution 4. TruOI Operational Intelligence
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Evolution 1. The computer-based POS System
1970's and early 1980's
In the 1970s and early 1980s, the first
restaurant POS systems weren’t unlike
simple cash registers augmented with crude
tech features. Then in 1979, a Canadian
company by the name of Remanco Systems
invented the 1st computer-based restaurant
POS system that operated on an 8-inch
floppy disk.
At the time, the hospitality market was
dominated by primary vendors like NCR and
Micros Systems and secondary players like
Tec America, Panasonic POS, and Sweda
Cash Register. Remanco’s entrance into
POS blew past all the existing ECR
(Electronic Cash Register) systems marketed
by the primary and secondary industry
players and forced the hospitality industry
to update its aging technology platforms
and to move away from ECRs to PC based
POS systems.

In the 1980’s, networked POS
systems evolved to connect
front-of-house (FOH)
ordering with back-of-house
(BOH) order tickets for the
first time.

The advantage of these early systems for
the business owner was, for the first time,
restaurant owners had the ability to
efficiently standardize orders and their
execution with FOH and BOH
connectivity. The early systems also made
it easier to calculate expenses and profits
- how much money should go into the
bank versus how much money should stay
in the cash register. At the time, it was
revolutionary.
But the advantages didn’t go far beyond
that. Most restaurants could not process
credit cards through the POS, and if they
had a credit card payment terminal
connected to a landline, that system still
had to be reconciled with the POS receipts
in a separate report. Labor was still tracked
on time cards and inventory was yet
another set of accounting.
If the new POS systems made part of the
accounting for one store location a little
easier, accounting for multiple locations
was still a very manual and slow process.
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Evolution 2. Integrated
Hospitality Systems and the
Internet
Bigger changes came quickly between the
mid-1980s and late-1990s. In 1994, a
company named Ibertech introduced its
Windows-based Aloha POS. Aloha was one
of the 1st POS systems that was hardware
independent and agnostic.
Aloha changed the entire hospitality
technology market by forcing all of the
competitive vendors to stop selling
proprietary hardware based on MS-DOSoperating systems and forced them to enter
the hardware-independent marketplace.
This caused havoc for all of the POS
hardware manufacturers, who were selling
expensive terminals.
Also during those years, widespread use of
the Internet became common, computer
processing and networking were maturing,
and consolidation of many of the hospitality
industry’s hardware and software vendors
led to the development of multifunctional,
proprietary, on-premises systems designed
to run almost all aspects of a hospitality
business.

These systems brought together the
functionality of a POS with integrated credit
card processing, labor tracking, and
inventory tracking; touch screens
standardized FOH ordering and BOH order
management, and rudimentary consolidated
reporting was available for the entire
business. In addition, solutions like Aloha –
among the first Windows NT networked
systems – allow multiple store locations to
share their information via a data warehouse
for efficient, centralized management of a
multi-location operation.
But there were drawbacks. These systems
were expensive and required commitment –
both financial and manpower. Some required
proprietary on-premises hardware and
software for each location – and the staff to
manage it, while others, like Aloha, offered
hardware independence.
Business owners were locked into one
vendor for the majority of their operation
and were at the mercy of the vendor’s slow
rate of change and innovation. They were
stuck in hardware or software ecosystems
that were expensive to replace.
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Evolution 3. Standalone Software and 3.5 Cloud Based SaaS
Hospitality software systems that didn’t require proprietary hardware, like Aloha POS, were
introduced in the 1990s and became common in the 2000s. Then in 2010, Revel Systems
brought innovation to the market with the introduction of tablet-based computers (iPads)
as their primary POS hardware device. By using off-the-shelf, low-priced hardware, Revel
further pushed the once-dominant, POS hardware players deeper into unprofitability.
This new evolution offered the benefits of the previous generation of integrated systems
but without the burden of expensive propriety, and hardware to support it. The new
systems were internet-connected, but many still required on-premises software to be
installed and maintained.
Business owners were still mostly locked to one or two on-premises software providers.
All that changed in the early 2010s with the growth of cloud computing and the maturing
of the Software as a Service (SaaS) industry.
Suddenly, any software tool a business owner wanted was available to them online.
Everything from entire restaurant management systems to specialized software services to
individually taking care of certain aspects of the business was available.
Business owners had the freedom to choose the best-in-breed solutions they want for any
aspect of their business with few limitations. Online systems for reservations, ordering,
social media management, labor, accounting, inventory, reservations, online ordering,
CRMs, marketing, loyalty programs, websites, uniform and linens services – virtually
anything a business could need or want. All it took was an internet connection, a credit
card, and a login.

But this freedom also came with a cost – “system
sprawl”. System Sprawl leads to complexity and
inefficiency - multiple accounts and logins, systems
that don’t work with each other easily, siloed and outof-date data offering a fragmented picture of
performance, and the most expensive cost – time to
manage it all to get what the business needs out of
them.
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Evolution 4. TruOI Operational Intelligence
Hospitality companies have continued to increase their technology purchase investments to
increase positive business outcomes. This continued acquisition of independent technology
systems has created a decentralized, non-integrated system sprawl of siloed data and tools
spread across:
POS systems, CRM, loyalty and royalty applications, management and coaching tools,
corporate and unit location accounting systems, inventory, smart kitchen equipment, labor,
Excel & Google Sheets, business operations forms, documents, and company training.
System sprawl overwhelms executive leadership and unit managers with outdated, static
information and reporting. But, the lack of integration causes problems beyond data
availability and accuracy. Without integration, systems can’t work together efficiently to
increase performance and save time.
This is where the 4th evolutionary change
comes in: The TruOI Operational
Intelligence (OI) Platform. The purpose of
OI is to fundamentally change the way
multi-location businesses operate by:
Integrating all existing software,
data, tools, and business activity
from all locations under one single
platform
Automating many of the day-today business activities that drive
success and save time
Enabling real-time management of
the entire operation under one
umbrella platform by incorporating
data, decisions, and activity from
across all of a business’s locations
and systems
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TruOI – The First Operational Intelligence Platform
In 2022, Shadan Malik, CEO and founder of TruOI, launched the first
real-time Operational Intelligence Platform for the hospitality and
chain industry. TruOI (formerly iDashboards), whose enterprise
reporting systems are already installed in 3,500 companies worldwide (including NASA, Mastercard, FedEx and Walt Disney), has
evolved from its origins as a Business Intelligence (BI) company to
offer the only Operational Intelligence Platform on the market. After
years of working with multi-location business CEOs to improve their
operations, it was clear to us that they all have the same problem.
They all had great know-how, business systems, and management
tools, but none of the tools worked well together and they caused
as many new problems as solutions.
This results in a performance gap between what leaders want to
happen and what unit-level managers are delivering. Having all your
people, systems, and locations working on the same page is essential
for profitability and growth, but that isn’t happening for many
franchise or chain owners.
TruOI eliminates the performance gap and increases efficiency by
integrating all of a company's existing software, facility systems,
forms/documents, and data from all company locations and systems
under one umbrella platform to offer real-time management
capabilities for all aspects of a business on a single platform.

IThe power of the TruOI platform also gives companies the ability to automate many of
their day-to-day operating activities with automated triggers driven by key performance
indicators. Labor overages, scheduled tasks, facility or equipment maintenance, scheduled
training, and any other work activity can be resolved or triggered automatically through the
powerful integration and automation the TruOI Platform provides.
In addition, TruOI connects both corporate and location team members with real-time
coaching, performance management alerts, and detailed measurements based on
organizational goals and operational needs.
TruOI operates on any device (including smart phones) with a single permission-based signon for the user – letting the CEO manage their business from any location.
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Conclusion
TruOI is the 4th evolutionary technology change for the entire hospitality industry
and will alter how all hospitality CEOs manage their businesses proactively – from the
boardroom to the unit general manager.
Like the other technological evolutionary changes mentioned, TruOi is a key business
success option that growth-focused hospitality CEOs need to investigate to stay
current with emerging trends, manage their business to success, and reduce the time
and effort it takes to do it all.
Using TruOI to integrate, automate and simplify their systems and data, all hospitality
companies can now manage their entire business in real-time from any location, on
any device, and with a single login.

Hospitality technology
keeps changing –
are you?
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